
Destiny’s Horizon

Do you choose to be independent and not trust anyone, or do

you accept new friends and learn to value friendship?



INT. HORIZON PALACE, HALLWAY - NIGHT

DEMONIC CREATURES follow PRINCESS DESTINY (16, magical

warrior, brave and beautiful).

PRINCESS DESTINY

MOTHER!!! FATHER!!!!!

The princess slices two demonic figures in half with her

HEAVENLY SWORD.

...Loud satanic growl comes from the other room.

PRINCESS DESTINY

Don’t worry!! I’m almost there!!

Destiny runs hastily to...

INT. HORIZON PALACE, MAIN HALL - NIGHT

DEMONIC INTRUDER (huge shadowy figure with sharp teeth and

bright white eyes) grabs with their left hand and

snatches...

...KING PHOENIX (40, noble ruler, kind and courageous) and

QUEEN ETERNITY(38, compassionate leader, wise and attentive)

are held against their will.

KING PHOENIX

You don’t have to do this!

QUEEN ETERNITY

A war is not needed! We don’t need

to fight!

... the mysterious monster raises its right hand and

it transforms into a sharp claw...

DEMONIC INTRUDER

Your virtuous power and nature is

standing in my way... besides...

... grinning happily

DEMONIC INTRUDER

a little death never hurt nobody...

Princess Destiny runs towards the monster.

PRINCESS DESTINY

NNNNNOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!

SLASH!!!
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MARIAH (V.O.)

And then the princess dies.... and

then the parents make a memorial

for her by destroying the

castle.... and... and, and THEN!!!

MOM (V.O.)

Mariah...

INT. MARINA’S HUT, MARIAH’S ROOM - NIGHT

MARIAH (8, only child, happy and energetic) standing on her

bed with her arms raised, stares at...

MOM (27, single mother, loving and enthusiastic) smiling at

Mariah...

MOM

And then Destiny’s Horizon was

born! The legendary place in Magic

Quest that we know today, where

Princess Destiny’s pure spirit

still lives on and can grant one

wish to anyone who desires it...

grabbing Mariah and tickling her...

MOM

And where you and I will go to

grant our wishes... (whispering)

and also collect the unlimited

treasure for ourselves...

Mariah jumps with excitement.

MARIAH

Huzzah!!! Victory will be ours! And

we will destroy anyone in our way!

Isn’t that right NINJA TEDDY

BEAR!!!

... grabs NINJA TEDDY BEAR (stuffed teddy bear ninja toy

with two katana blades; Mariah’s favorite toy given to her

by her mother) raises it in the air and pulls string...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) MY CUTENESS WILL

BE THE DEATH OF YOU!!!

MOM

Okay. Okay..... My little

warrior... Time for bed. A good

fighter needs her sleep...
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Mariah covers herself in her sheets, happily holding her

brave teddy bear and closing her eyes.

Mom giggles and kisses her daughter as she sleeps.

MOM

Dream well my child...

Mom turns around, changes into her warrior outfit, and grabs

her BATTLE SPEAR.

Suddenly from out the window...

RANDOM FELLOW WARRIOR

MARINA! Are you ready for tonight’s

mission?!

Mom is revealed to be MARINA (27, single mother warrior,

strong and fearless). She heads towards the window, and

takes one last glance at her hut.

Marina sees nothing but a broken home: old furniture, two

rooms, one bed, and little space...

MARINA

I promise my love, I will make

things better for us than this...

Just a little more time and money

and we’ll be off to Destiny’s

Horizon. I SWEAR IT!

... she flips out of window to the ground.

EXT. MARINA’S HUT - NIGHT

A group of warriors appear before Marina.

MARINA

Alright! We have a monster

attacking the west side of the

village and a villainous wizard

stealing on the east! If we catch

them before dawn, the boss will pay

us more! You know your positions!

MOVE OUT!

One half of the group runs to the left, while the other

disappears to the right...

BLACKOUT.
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EXT. FIGHTER’S PEAK VILLAGE - DAY

Battle between Fighter’s Peak soldiers and rebel pirates

(villains outside of the village) goes on!

A trio of rebel pirates are defeated at once by MARIAH (12,

ninja in training, focused and ambitious), who holds a small

brown bag in her left hand.

MARIAH

Get out of way! GET OUT OF MY

WAY!!! My mother needs me!!!

Mariah viciously takes down another group of pirates with

her NINJA BLADE! She looks ahead...

MARIAH

East... Just a little more ways to

go...

The young ninja trainee quickly sprints around the battle,

blocking and dodging any attacks in her way!

As she continues to run and hold the small bag, a strong

lady rebel stands in her way ready to fight...

MARIAH

I said MOVE!!!

Mariah flips and kicks the pirate out of her way! She sees

the village’s medical hut in the distance. Running as fast

as she can, she grabs the doorknob...

MARIAH

MOTHER!!!

SLAM!

INT. FIGHTER’S PEAK MEDICAL HUT - DAY

Inside, doctors, healing fairies, and medical wizards are

seen all around the hut. Medical equipment and medicine

everywhere.

Marina lays on a bed near a bright window. The young ninja

trainee runs to her mother’s bed.

MARIAH

Mom, mom! I’m here. I have another

antidote we can try! The old

merchant from across the town gave

it to me.

... hastily opens small brown bag.
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MARIAH

See... SEE! Mystical healing dust!

The merchant said it has cured

sicknesses for over 9,000 years! I

checked his place out to make sure

he was legit. And-

The mystical healing dust blows away from Mariah’s hand and

from the bag. It turns into sparkles...

MARIAH

It’s... it’s just another magical

trick.

Mariah stands in horror over seeing her mother breathe

heavily in her bed. A pixie healing doctor is seen next to

Marina checking her temperature and taking notes.

MARIAH

Mom...

Marina raises her arm slowly.

MARINA

Please... let me see my daughter.

The doctor nods to Mariah as a confirmation. Mariah walks

over and looks at her sickly mother. She covers her eyes and

cries.

PIXIE HEALING DOCTOR

Mariah... the illness... its

completely covered your mother’s

body...You know she hasn’t been our

first victim, and probably not our

last...

MARIAH

How did it even come to this?

PIXIE HEALING DOCTOR

That treacherous Demonica, and her

demon spirits. They poisoned and

cursed some of our best fighters

with her dark magic. Now hundreds

are sick, and several are dead.

MARIAH

Demonica...

PIXIE HEALING DOCTOR

We can discuss it later. I’ll give

you two a moment alone.
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The healing doctor walks away. Marina, with her eyes half

open, places her hand on her daughter’s cheek. Mariah places

her hands on her mother’s...

MARINA

I’ve been like this for 5 months

now. Everyone has tried

everything... you need to

understand...

MARIAH

No... You can make it. I know you

can! Please! We’re suppose to be

together forever...Look! I’ve even

brought NINJA TEDDY BEAR like you

wanted!

... pulls out NINJA TEDDY BEAR from the bag, and pulls

string...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) You are an

honorable woman, and a true

definition of a mother. I am

honored to have been bought by you,

for your child’s

amusement, master...

Marina chuckles at the stuffed animal toy and coughs. She

stares at her daughter again...

MARINA

Mariah listen. When you are old

enough and ready, I want you to go

to Destiny’s Horizon and grant a

wish to give yourself a better

life... do this for the both of us.

MARIAH

That old fairytale place told for

hundreds of generations? Mom, you

and I know realistically that only

few have made it alive to that

place... plus its so far away and I

don’t know the way, and...

MARINA

Mariah please. I want you to

explore the world, and make

friends. I want you to be happy

baby... Not be in this poor village

where nothing happens but fighting

and violence all of the time...
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Mariah lays her head on her mother’s stomach...

MARINA

I’m... I’m so sorry my love. All I

ever wanted was to make a better

life for you.

Marina holds her daughter’s head. Mariah’s tears begin to

wet the bed sheets.

MARIAH

I love you. More than anyone else

in this world. I don’t need friends

or any of that stuff! I just need

you...

Mariah closes her eyes and sobs louder.

MARIAH

And I don’t know how I’m going to

survive without you...

The healing doctor comes forward again and places his hand

on Mariah’s back. Marina closes her eyes one last time.

Sundown occurs outside.

BLACKOUT.

INT. MARINA’S HUT - NIGHT

A small ceiling lamp hangs over the ceiling...

MARIAH (18, ninja, independent and lonely)stands tall as she

looks herself in the mirror with confidence and seriousness.

MARIAH

Okay. YOU CAN DO THIS. For mother!

For the beautiful life that was

Marina!... And for yourself.

... grabs her NINJA BLADE and NINJA TEDDY BEAR and turns

towards the door. She looks at her toy.

MARIAH

Any last words for this old place,

old friend?

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) You have grown

into a beautiful flower. This

chapter of your life is over...NOW

ITS TIME TO FUFILL YOUR DESTINY!

GO. FIGHT! WIN!!
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Mariah giggles at her ninja bear...

MARIAH

Well said my little ninja bear.

Well said. You’ll be safe with me.

You ready?

... pulls string.

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) MAKE FRIENDS,

AND HAVE AN ADVENTURE!!!

Mariah smiles at the response.

MARIAH

Silly bear, I don’t need friends. I

don’t need anyone.

She straps NINJA TEDDY BEAR on her sash.

Mariah leaves with her weapon and shuts the door.

EXT. FIGHTER’S PEAK VILLAGE - NIGHT

Mariah travels swiftly and quietly through the village.

She stumbles upon a group of warriors that stand in front of

the village entrance. Mariah walks up to them...

MARIAH

Please move fellow warriors.

LADY WARRIOR #1

What are you doing up this late?

MARIAH

I have a journey to complete.

MALE WARRIOR #1

To where exactly?

MARIAH

Destiny’s Horizon.

The fellow warriors look at each other with shock, and then

back at Mariah...

LADY WARRIOR #2

You can’t be serious? Don’t you

know how dangerous it is to go

there?
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MALE WARRIOR #2

Or even how long it takes?

Especially from here!?

LADY WARRIOR #3

Seriously! My friend’s cousin tried

to go there last week and ended up

dying without even making it a

quarter way there... I’ve heard

rumors there are monsters,

dangerous wildlife, DEMONICA! You

name it. Something is always trying

to kill you or at the very least

stop you...

Frustrated, Mariah walks faster away past the group and the

entrance...

...she pauses for a moment.

MALE WARRIOR #1

Don’t you at least have a group of

friends, a team, or... even a

boyfriend that you can go with

you or can help and protect you?

MARIAH

No. Please fellow Fighter’s Peak

warriors... I appreciate all of

your concerns, but this journey is

personal, and only I must complete

it. Besides, I can take care of

myself. I won’t stop at nothing to

achieve this goal! So please for

the last time, ... LEAVE... ME...

ALONE...

The unconvinced and worried warriors decide not to say

another word and do as the ninja wants. They watch with

concern, as Mariah leaves the village...

EXT. VARIOUS VILLAGES IN MAGIC QUEST - NIGHT

Mariah runs as fast as she can through several local

villages, while still moving quietly and swiftly.

... she talks to herself as she continues to move.

MARIAH

I can’t believe that! I’m not

alone! I have friends! I... I have

NINJA TEDDY BEAR!!!

She pokes his stomach...
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NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) You’re very

lonely... NEVER FEAR! NINJA TEDDY

BEAR IS HERE! NINJA TEDDY BEAR TO

THE RESCUE!!!

Mariah looks at her bear, annoyed by his response...

MARIAH

Well... he’s more of a respectable

stuffed animal warrior toy than an

actual REAL friend.... Oh, well...

AH WAIT..... I’ve got the greatest

friend I could ever want....

MYSELF!!!

The lonely ninja laughs at her own remark, as she continues

her traveling.

As she moves, NINJA TEDDY BEAR leans back...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) Sometimes the

greatest challenge a warrior can go

through is denial...

MARIAH

Oh, shush you!

... she pauses a moment and stops in the middle of...

EXT. RIGHTEOUS VILLAGE - NIGHT

Golden buildings. Colorful street lights. Quiet streets.

MARIAH

Righteous Village. Okay. From this

point I can take the north route

and cross in between The Great

Stream .... or... no ... no... take

the south, below Jewel’s Peak and

into Mercenaries’ Corners... into

the forest... wait no... No, NO...

that would be just stupid.

Alright..... just, concentrate,

settle down... and concentrate.

Mariah runs to a nearby tree. She climbs it and sits down.

Closing her eyes and beginning to meditate...
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MARIAH

Self.....control...... remember

your training. Just a little

patience.... composure.... Be one

with yourself and your determined

spirit will rise....

Mariah opens her eyes back up and stares at the full moon.

UNKNOWN VICTIM

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!

Mariah turns her head...

MARIAH

Someone’s in trouble!

She stands up...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) LET’S MOVE!!!

The young ninja pulls out her NINJA BLADE and sprints

towards the east direction.

She passes the village entrance and disappears into the

trees.

EXT. MYSTIQUE WATERFALL - NIGHT

Bright purple and blue orchids. Tall oak trees and leafy

bushes. Dragonflies and crickets.

Not seeing anyone around, Mariah sneaks around and hides

near a bush. She looks at the scenery again...

Calm bright colors that contrasts with the dark night

sky. Gleaming stars in the sky shines a tranquil light,

sparkling the water. Beautifully peaceful.

MARIAH

Why would anything happen here?

A short moment of silence surrounds the area. Mariah stands

up and squeezes her bear’s stomach.

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) CAREFUL! Silence

can be your most deadly enemy...

Another moment of silence surrounds the area until....

SLASH! STRIKE!
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DEMON SPIRIT

(Screeches) AAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHH!!!

The demon spirit poofs away. Mariah stands, ready to fight!

A sudden group of demon spirits charges at her...

Mariah attacks!

SIDE KICK! PUNCH! ROUNDHOUSE KICK! SWING!

The demon sprits all fall on the ground and disappear...

Looking up at a tree, Mariah sees a demon spirit hold a

fairy girl hostage.

A sudden dark figure appears in the middle of the waterfall.

Mariah turns her head...

A giant splash of water covers the dark figure and washes

away to reveal...

DEMONICA (+1000, demon, sadistic and menacing)

DEMONICA

Aaaahhhhh, Mariah. Out of anyone to

come by, I wasn’t expecting you.

MARIAH

Quiet, witch! Release the fairy!

NOW!

Points NINJA BLADE in front of Demonica...

MARIAH

Don’t make me ask twice...

Demonica sighs...

DEMONICA

You ninjas and warriors are always

so dramatic! Can’t I just have one

night of vicious, innocent killing

without some fool trying to stop

me? It’s nothing personal... Why do

you even care? Honestly, I swear...

Demonica snaps her fingers...

The demon spirit holding the fairy hostage begins squeezing

her and crushing her wings.
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FAIRY

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!

Mariah charges at Demonica with her weapon. She reaches her,

but Demonica poofs away...

MARIAH

The attack wasn’t for you!

Mariah turns around and throws her blade as far as she can

towards the demon spirit holding the fairy!

STAB!

DEMON SPIRIT

(Screeches) AAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH!!!

The demon spirit lets go of the fairy in pain and poofs

away!

Mariah rushes to catch the falling fairy!

Demonica appears again as Mariah gently kneels to the

ground, holding the fairy.

DEMONICA

You are always such a pest!

However, it is always fun playing

with you.

MARIAH

Don’t think this is over demon!

Demonica flashes a dark magic cloud in front of the ninja.

She disappears...

The ninja stands with the fairy frustrated...

MARIAH

She got away again. She’ll pay for

what she did, I’ll make sure of it.

Mariah looks around to make sure there is no sign of

Demonica. She stares at the fairy...

MARIAH

Hey, are you alright? What’s your

name? Are you lost? How can I help?

The fairy opens her eyes and suddenly poofs away...

... A moment of silence as Mariah looks confused. She

looks around for the fairy.
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POOF!

Flying tall and cheerful, Mariah meets CESARINA (21, fairy,

positively cheerful and friendly)

CESARINA

I’M OKAY! My name is Cesarina!

Thank you ever so much for saving

me! I truly appreciate it.

MARIAH

No problem. Well great. My mission

here is complete. Goodnight,

Cesarina, it was nice meeting

you...On my way to Destiny’s

Horizon.

Cesarina watches as Mariah gradually walks pass her...

CESARINA

Destiny’s Horizon? Hey that’s where

I am going! That’s the important

place I am going to!

Cesarina quickly flies in front of Mariah...

CESARINA

Can I join you?! Can we travel

together?! Do you need a friend?!!

Do you want to be BEST FRIENDS

FOREVER?!!

MARIAH

Uuuuuummmmmmmm......

She awkwardly stares at Cesarina’s gleamingly happy face,

and turns for a second to talk to herself...

MARIAH

Oh geez, she’s so excited... How

can I properly say no...

Mariah looks at her bear and pokes his stomach...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) Don’t look at

me. I’m just a violently cute

children’s toy!!!

She turns back around...
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MARIAH

I... appreciate the sentiment

Cesarina, but you see this is a

highly important SOLO MISSION...

so... yeah...

CESARINA

Oooooo.... Okay, I understand.

The two happily smile at each other, until suddenly Cesarina

grabs Mariah by the hand and drags her by her feet.

CESARINA

Let’s go friend! Onward onto

ADVENTURE!! DESTINY’S HORIZON HERE

WE COME!

Mariah shocked and confused...

MARIAH

How.... What the? THAT WASN’T A

FREAKING YES!!!

CESARINA

That wasn’t a direct NO either.

Come on, please? I promise I won’t

be a bother. Its the least I can do

for you after you saved me. Plus, I

have my own mission too. So why

can’t we just complete our missions

together, you know?

Mariah rolls her eyes in disbelief, but grudgingly...

MARIAH

Alright fine! But as soon as you

act up we are separating... okay?!

CESARINA

DEAL! I’ll be on my best behavior,

I promise... By the way what’s your

name?

MARIAH

Mariah.

CESARINA

That’s a very pretty name. You have

a very pretty name you know that?

OH! And I like your cute ninja

teddy bear!

Cesarina happily pokes the bear’s stomach...
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NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) THAT’S

DEVILISHINGLY HANDSOME, NINJA TEDDY

BEAR TO YOU!!!

MARIAH

Thanks.

Mariah looks on, as she is still being dragged by Cesarina.

She stares at Cesarina, who is singing a little quietly to

herself. Mariah stares back onto the road ahead...

MARIAH

Unbelievable. This night sucks...

The two continue to travel on, leaving the waterfall and

disappear near into the trees.

EXT. PRECIOUS VILLAGE - DAY

Bright, colorful shops and stands. Expensive treasure

everywhere. Friendly people.

Mariah and Cesarina walk down a street viewing the energetic

scenery.

CESARINA

This place is very energetic.

MARIAH

And expensive. Watch yourself! This

village is known to have trouble

lurking around these streets.

There’s practically criminals

crawling all around here.

Untrustworthy misfits... We need to

leave as soon as possible.

CESARINA

But look at this place! It’s so

pretty, and shiny, and beautiful.

How can trouble be so common here?

Two streets down from the duo...

CRASH!!! THUD!!! A fruit cart is knocked to the ground and a

glass window is shattered from a jewelry store.

A teenage girl with pink hair holds a small bag in her hand

and dashes from the local store. She runs through the

streets, passing by the confused bystanders.
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SHOP OWNER

STOP!!! THIEF!!!!!

BYSTANDER

Someone help!

A small group of guards chase after the girl...

The young thief hides through alley ways and looses the

guards for a brief moment...

She pokes out and sees Mariah and Cesarina walking down her

direction... She smiles, putting away her small bag in her

pocket, and runs towards them...

JEWEL THIEF

Please... please... brave heroines.

Please save me! A bunch of terrible

guys are trying to hurt me for no

reason! Hurry! If they find me,

they might kill me!

Without hesitation Mariah grabs and carries the girl to a

nearby tree in a park, and Cesarina follows.

EXT. PRECIOUS VILLAGE PARK - DAY

Mariah climbs the tree, as Cesarina flies behind her...

The three girls watch from above as the guards run straight

pass the street they were on still looking to find their

culprit.

JEWEL THIEF

Thank you! Now to pull out these

babies.

Mariah and Cesarina watch in shock and confusion, as the

jewel thief pulls out her small bag...

Beautiful and small, shiny jewels, pearls and diamonds in

her hands.

JEWEL THIEF

Awesome, right?! To think I almost

got caught this time.

She chuckles while putting her treasure back, and stands on

the tree branch. Mariah and Cesarina stare at each other, as

they meet PORTIA (17, jewel thief, laid-back, selfish and

greedy)
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PORTIA

The name’s Portia by the way. Nice

to meet ya! Who the heck are you

two?

Portia extends her hand out to the duo. Mariah with

frustration...

MARIAH

Are you kidding me? ARE YOU

FREAKING KIDDING ME?!! WHAT IS UP

WITH THIS WEEK?! Now I’m saving a

stupid thief?! Great, just great

Mariah... Mom is probably looking

down on you so proudly...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) JUSTICE MUST BE

SERVED!!!

Mariah aggressively pushes Portia off of the tree branch

and lets her fall down on the bush bellow. She places her

hand across her face in disbelief...

MARIAH

I... I just ... I just can’t...

Cesarina places her hands on Mariah for comfort...

CESARINA

Now Mariah, don’t get upset. We

didn’t know. Let’s just get out of

here and go to Destiny’s Horizon.

Getting up from the bush and overhearing the conversation...

PORTIA

Destiny’s Horizon?! I know where

that is! Can I come?

Mariah and Cesarina come down from the tree to speak.

MARIAH

NO! Here’s what’s going to happen.

I’m turning YOU in, like the

criminal you are, and WE are

leaving.

PORTIA

But you’re going the wrong way. Do

you even know your way around Magic

Quest?
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MARIAH

Yes, well you see... no. No, I

don’t really know my way

around... Magic Quest.

Mariah stands dumbfounded and sighs...

CESARINA

Mariah think about it. I know she

might be troublesome, but maybe if

she joins us she can help us.

PORTIA

How about we all just start over,

okay? If you allow me to join you,

I’ll help guide you. Its obvious

you need it. Besides, I have my own

personal journey I want to achieve

at Destiny’s Horizon too. The more

the merrier right?

Mariah thinks for a moment... She stares at Portia with

unease, as Portia smirks directly at her.

MARIAH

Fine. You want to join? You can

join. But I’m returning these, got

it?

Mariah pulls out and shakes the small bag of jewels Portia

initially had. Portia shocked...

PORTIA

How’d you get...

MARIAH

SHUT IT! If you want to play the

"good girl" role, this is where it

starts.

PORTIA

Fine. Whatever, bossy... Have it

your way.

Both Mariah and Portia have their hands folded and turn away

from each other. Cesarina, in the middle, decides to break

the tension by pulling the two girls close in her arms...

CESARINA

Yay, communication! Don’t worry you

two, everything will be alright!

I’ll make sure of it! I have faith

in us. Just no fighting or arguing,

(MORE)
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CESARINA (cont’d)
okay? We are a trio now, right? So

what do you say... teammates?!

Both Portia and Maria stay silent...

CESARINA

What do you think Ninja Teddy Bear?

The cheerful fairy pulls the bear’s string...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(in a deep manly voice) I’m hungry!

FEED ME!!!

CESARINA

Excellent!

Mariah moves away from the group huddle as she sneaks off to

return the stolen treasure...

MARIAH

Yeah, I probably rather be dead

right now... Oh, beloved mother

please forgive me...

Cesarina and Portia stare at each other, as they watch the

young ninja walk away.

As the two wait for Mariah’s return, a demon spirit is seen

looking amongst the girls from a bush. The demon spirit

moves quickly and swiftly through the park back into...

EXT. PRECIOUS VILLAGE - DAY

The demon spirit hides into a dark alley way where no one

can see them. It crawls right next to a shadowy figure and

whispers into its ear. The demon spirit disappears, and the

shadowy figure reveals to be Demonica.

DEMONICA

How marvelous. A wonderful

opportunity to stir up trouble. I

just love it.

In the dark shadows, Demonica is seen magically pulling a

robber, that is tied up and scared for his life. She pulls

him next to her, casually talking to him.

DEMONICA

I’m the most powerful demon in all

of Magic Quest! I must not allow

Princess Destiny’s spirit to get

(MORE)
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DEMONICA (cont’d)
more powerful than me! The more

good that is in this world the

harder it is for me to get

stronger! Besides...

Looking at the robber crying and shaking rapidly...

DEMONICA

A little death never hurt nobody...

Demonica slices the robber with her dark magic, and his

lifeless body falls to the ground.

Demonica disappears, leaving the lifeless body at the

scene...

EXT. MAGIC QUEST - CORNER’S WAY EXIT - DAY

Small buildings. Tourists and travelers. The forest is

straight up ahead.

The trio are seen right about to walk out of Corner’s Way.

They pause for a moment...

PORTIA

Alright we’re here, now how about

we take a break? My feet are

killing me.

MARIAH

No! We must keep moving. The

quicker we get to Destiny’s

Horizon, the quicker we can all

accomplish our goals.

PORTIA

Who died and made you in charge?

Why don’t you and Princess Sunshine

over there keep going and I’ll

catch up. I need a nap, or some

food. Give me like an hour

or 2. Okay cupcake?

Portia lays down on a nearby log, and happily closes her

eyes. Mariah getting frustrated...

MARIAH

I knew you would act like this, I

just knew it. You see Cesarina!

This is a prime example of why you

don’t act nice to everyone. She’s

lazy and just taking advantage of

us...
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Placing her hands on Mariah’s shoulders...

CESARINA

Please calm down Mariah. You have

to actually give her an actual

chance first. Let me try to talk to

her... Now, Portia.

PORTIA

Yeah, Sunshine I’ll get back to you

in a little bit okay?

CESARINA

But Portia, we’ve already rested

before we got here. Please, you

must understand how important this

journey is! You can’t be laid back

all of the time...

Cesarina stands unhappy at Portia’s silence. She looks back

at an angry Mariah...

MARIAH

You know what? Why am I even trying

to take a chance with you two? I’m

obviously failing ... Consider me

no longer in this group. I’m going

the way I believe is right... Oh

and Portia... great job on the

wonderful personality, I’m sure

your family is very proud of you.

Portia angrily looks down at Mariah, as Mariah begins to

walk back the same way the girls came from. Cesarina begins

to fly and tries to stop her...

CESARINA

Wait Mariah! This doesn’t have

to...

BOOM!

UNKNOWN VICTIM

HELP!!! HELP!!!!!

Immediately all of the girls turn their heads north to where

they heard the noise! Everyone else begins to run away in

fear...

MARIAH

Trouble!

Mariah dashes off in a flash! Portia and Cesarina follow

behind...
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EXT. MAGIC QUEST - CORNER’S WAY: VISITING RECREATION - DAY

The girls stop to see Demonica striking down warriors and

guards with violent fury! The warriors and guards are

knocked out one by one...

Mariah with her NINJA BLADE jumps to attack while the demon

isn’t looking...

SLASH!!!

DEMONICA

AAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH!!! Blasted

girl!!! You’ll pay for that!!!

MARIAH

I won’t allow you to take

any innocent lives from this place

like you did my village!

SLASH! SWOOSH! ZAP! ZAP! BOOM!

The two enemies battle one on one, as Cesarina and Portia

watch on the side.

Cesarina comments as she watches in amazement...

CESARINA

Mariah..... She’s so confident.

Looking around at the injured fighters, Cesarina and Portia

both nod in agreement and rushes toward them. They both

begin to pull them out of the heated battle...

Demonica blasts her magic near Mariah, causing Mariah to

fall. The villain happily sees her enemy down, and takes the

opportunity! Stretching her hand out, her evil energy starts

to flash before her palm!

DEMONICA

YOU DIE NOW CHILD!!!

Cesarina turns around and scream in horror...

CESARINA

MARIAH!!!

BLAST! KABOOM!!!

Smoke clouds cover the scene and gradually disappears...

Portia is seen standing protecting over Mariah with one of

the guard’s shields. Mariah still on the ground stares in

amazement at the young jewel thief.
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Demonica stares in shock at Portia...

PORTIA

Now get out of here!

Portia throws the shield as far as she can in hopes of

defeating the demon...

Demonica laughs a little before disappearing, right as the

shield missed to attack her.

MARIAH

I... ah... Thank... Thank, you

Portia.

Portia throws the shield down loudly, not bothering to even

look at Mariah...

Portia sarcastically remarks...

PORTIA

Yeah, I guess you would thank me

now right? I mean... not bad for my

kind of personality... I bet my

ENTIRE FAMILY would be proud of me,

right?

Mariah stares at Portia, upset but realizing what her words

had just indicated to her. Cesarina rushes over to hug

Mariah and Portia. Portia begins to walk away...

CESARINA

Are you two alright?! Are you

injured at all?

Mariah still staring at Portia...

MARIAH

PORTIA!

Portia stops in shock over Mariah’s cry...

MARIAH

I’m sorry! I... I’m so sorry... I,

I didn’t even... I shouldn’t

have..........

PORTIA

What’s wrong with you?

Mariah stares at Portia, unable to give her a proper answer.

Upset by her actions, the young ninja turns and runs off...
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Portia and Cesarina stares as she sees the young ninja run

off in shame. Cesarina prepares to fly off and chase after

Mariah, but Portia grabs her hand...

PORTIA

Maybe this time... we need to do

what she says.

Portia stands holding herself, as Cesarina stands awkwardly

next to her looking on as Mariah fades away....

CESARINA

Mariah...

EXT. MAGIC QUEST - CORNER’S WAY PARK - DAY

Large pink trees and long leafy plants. Bright green and

purple flowers. Large beautiful fountain. Parents and

children socialize and play.

Mariah sits alone on the grass, next to the majestic

fountain. She holds Ninja Teddy Bear and talks to herself...

MARIAH

How can I do such a mean...... I

just.... I just need to rethink

things.

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) Everyone makes

mistakes. Overcoming them and doing

the right thing will make you a

better hero. Cheer up fellow ninja!

Putting her bear down, Mariah sits quietly for a moment,

watching a group of girls in the park play with each other

and give each other hugs and flowers. From a distance...

CESARINA

Mariah!

Cesarina flies as fast as she can to Mariah, and Portia

follows.

EXPLOSION!

Demonica appears and grabs Portia! Everyone in the park runs

away, screaming in fear. Cesarina stares frightened. Mariah

turns and sees the jewel thief in danger.

DEMONICA

You thought I was going to just

leave without a proper goodbye!
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Demonica uses her dark magic and slams Portia to the ground.

The demon prepares to finish off the jewel thief, but

without looking, Mariah charges and kicks Demonica in the

back!

The demon falls to the ground! Mariah goes over to aid

Portia. Portia slowly tries to move up from the ground.

PORTIA

Mariah, ...I’m ... I’m sorry

Mariah checking for any major injuries and helping Portia

off of the ground...

MARIAH

No, what I said before was

unladylike and uncalled for...I’m

sorry. Cesarina was right. I

should’ve given you a chance.

PORTIA

We both messed up... I was rude and

slacking like usual. Thanks for the

save. I’m not used to being around

anyone either...let’s just move

on... Companions?

Mariah smiles in response. Portia smiles back.

SLASH! SLASH! SLASH!

Innocent people are seen lying on the ground, unconsciously.

Blood and scratches are seen on some of them. Mariah and

Portia stare at the horrible scenery.

The group of girls that Mariah saw earlier, bunch up

together and cry in fear. Cesarina rushes over to shield

them! Demonica turns to them.

DEMONICA

Awwwwww what’s wrong darlings? I

was just playing. What do you want

some of this too?!

The demon, smiling with pleasure, forms a dark black scythe

in her hands and raises it up high in the air.

STAB!

MARIAH

No... No more...
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The demon is seen bleeding from the stomach. Mariah pulls

her NINJA BLADE away. As Demonica tries to cover up her

injury, the young ninja charges at her!

Demonica laughs hysterically...

FLASH!

Mariah backs away and sees fading smoke clouds. Portia and

Mariah rush over to help the injured victims.

The two surprisingly see the victims able to move as they

aid each other. Cesarina is seen hugging the girls she

protected.

After checking to make sure everyone is okay, Mariah,

Portia, and Cesarina regroup and begin to walk back.

Cesarina waves goodbye to the group of girls and follows her

comrades.

EXT. MAGIC QUEST - CORNER’S WAY: VISITING RECREATION - DAY

The trio return to their spot. A guard excitingly points at

the trio from a distance...

GUARD

There they are!

Confused by the commotion, the girls stare as the guard runs

excitingly towards them, with a couple of warriors...

GUARD

See you guys, I told you it was

them! You girls were amazing!

Thanks for keeping us out of

danger.

BLUE WARRIOR

Yeah, thanks! That Demonica is a

treacherous one! If it wasn’t for

you three saving us and everyone

earlier, she could’ve made things

worse pretty quick.

RED WARRIOR

Is there any way we can repay you

ladies? Like seriously, anything?

YELLOW WARRIOR

We have treasure, ancient

secrets... maybe a feast in your

honor... anything?

The three girls smile in response.
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MARIAH

No, please fellow soldiers... your

safety is enough of a reward.

RED WARRIOR

Well... great teamwork anyways. If

you three ever come back to

Corner’s Way just let us know and

we’ll hook you guys up. I’m Ashton.

My #1 girl in yellow right there is

Val. This awesome guard right

here is Ricardio. And my main man

in blue right there is Scooter! Yo

Scoots!

Ashton and Scooter both high five and fist bump in a

brotherly fashion.

CESARINA

Thank you all so much. We will if

we ever come back.

The warriors and the guard all smile and wave goodbye at the

trio. They leave with anticipation that their new heroines

will return someday.

MARIAH

Wow even those nice people notice

how well we can work together. I

guess their is hope for us after

all?

Mariah pulls her bear’s string...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) Was Ninja Teddy

Bear right, or was Ninja Teddy Bear

right? No one ever listens to their

teddy bears...

CESARINA

You see?! I knew we could get

through this as long as we worked

as a team.

MARIAH

Your’e right Cesarina. And I’m

sorry for not taking your kindness

into consideration earlier. You

were only trying to help. You truly

are sweet.

...Cesarina grabs Portia and Mariah’s hands. She gleefully

pulls them both close to her.
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CESARINA

Awww, thanks! And its okay! As long

as we continue to keep this up,

we’ll be at Destiny’s Horizon

before you know it... So what do

you say? Is our group officially

reformed?

Mariah and Portia smile at each other and back at Cesarina.

They nod their heads in agreement to reform the group.

PORTIA

Wait! Waaaiiittt. We need one more

confirmation.

The girls look at Ninja Teddy Bear. Mariah pulls his

string...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) GIRL POWER!!!

They all laugh at the bear’s response...

CESARINA

Wonderful! So then... LET’S GO!

Cesarina flies forward with excitement! Mariah and Portia

walk side by side following the cheerful fairy to the

forest...

EXT. FOREST - DAY

Tall thick trees and plants. Red, purple, and orange flowers

on bushes. Birds flying in the sky and on the ground. A

small river stream.

The girls appear from a pathway of trees...

MARIAH

Finally in the forest... It seems

pretty peaceful around here.

CESARINA

WWOOOOOOOOOWW..... Everything looks

so... natureey. So much space! So

much GREEN!

PORTIA

Yup! I guess you two haven’t ever

been this far down Magic Quest,

huh? Not many people travel this

way unless they’re going to

Destiny’s Horizon...
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The three stop for a moment to take in the scenery. Portia

walks away from the group and sits down on the grass. Mariah

looks at Portia sitting alone. Cesarina flies to Mariah’s

side...

CESARINA

Remember... we are apart of this

journey with you now... don’t ever

feel you have to handle everything

alone. And if you ever feel like

you are doubting about your dream,

just talk to us, or at least me.

Okay? We’re here for you.

Mariah looks at Cesarina, taking her advice into

consideration. She begins to walk over to Portia...

She kneels down and stretches her hand out to touch Portia’s

shoulder...

MARIAH

Hey Portia, can we talk?

Portia looks at Mariah and smiles. The two get up and walk

down north to have their conversation. Cesarina looks from

behind and smiles at her companions.

EXT. FOREST - SPRINGS - DAY

Sparkling blue water. Daisies and dandelions on the grass.

Cherry trees and rocks on the ground.

Mariah and Portia are seen laughing while entering the

springs. They both continue their conversation...

PORTIA

So yeah... I’m pretty greedy and

selfish. I just can’t help it. It’s

pretty fun once you get used to it.

I have more hilarious stories if

you want to hear them.

MARIAH

No, no thank you. Have you ever

tried caring about something other

than yourself and money? It’s

honestly not that hard...

PORTIA

Nope. And I still don’t. I just

never had a reason to or found a

reason to. I may do some nice

things every now and then, but my

main concern is ME, MYSELF, and I.
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MARIAH

I think you honestly do care about

people, you just don’t want to show

it... or... just choose not to.

Portia turns to the side, pretending to ignore Mariah.

PORTIA

Yeah, whatever ninja girl.

Portia lays back on the ground. She sees Mariah turning her

head at the entrance they came from.

PORTIA

Go on Mary, check up on Ces. I’ll

catch up in a little bit.

Mariah smiles and begins to walk back. Portia watches as she

leaves.

EXT. FOREST - DAY

Mariah walks right back into...

MARIAH

CESARINA!

FLASH!

Cesarina falls roughly on the ground as four demon spirits

cover over her! One of them forms sharp teeth and begins to

hold Cesarina in the air. They start to choke the innocent

fairy!

From Cesarina, a small yellow heart shaped amulet falls to

the ground, in front of Mariah. A picture pops open showing

a smaller sized Cesarina smiling with a group of tiny

fairies. Mariah looks at the picture, gradually getting off

of the ground.

The young ninja grabs the amulet and holds it strongly in

her hand. Charging at the demon spirits with her weapon...

STAB! STRIKE! SWOOSH! KICK!

All the demon spirits disappear, and Cesarina falls to the

ground. Mariah aids the fairy as she tries to catch her

breath...

CESARINA

You... you saved me again! Thank

you!
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MARIAH

Of course. You’re my companion.

Happily surprised by the response, Cesarina smiles at

Mariah. Mariah hands back the amulet to Cesarina.

MARIAH

This dropped. Cesarina is ... is

that your-

CESARINA

Mmhmm. I’m taking this journey for

them.

Before Mariah has a chance to say anything, Portia runs into

the scene. Cesarina puts away her amulet.

PORTIA

Woah, woah what happened here?

Everything okay?

MARIAH

Ah, ha! I knew you cared!

CESARINA

Yes, we’re okay. Thank you Portia

for your concern.

Mariah looks at Cesarina and Portia, as they giggle and

enjoy each other’s company. She smiles and quietly says...

MARIAH

My companions.....

Without even noticing or feeling it, Mariah pushes her hand

on teddy bear’s stomach....

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) The power of

friendship is a strong mistress...

The trio continues on their journey...

EXT. FOREST - CAMPFIRE SITE - NIGHT

Tall trees circle around the campfire site. Logs and rocks

surround the area. Bright orange and yellow fire in the

middle.

The girls prepare for bed. Portia sets up the blankets.

Mariah carries more wood for the fire. Cesarina sits on a

log near the campfire. Mariah walks toward Cesarina.
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A moment of silence. Cesarina stares at Portia laying on her

blanket. She looks back at Mariah smiling...

MARIAH

Cesarina, about before... That

amulet...

Portia, hearing Mariah’s comment, turns to listen.

PORTIA

Amulet?

CESARINA

Oh, yes!

Cesarina pulls out her amulet and pops open the picture. She

starts to point out the fairies in the picture...

CESARINA

Here’s my dad. And that’s my mom.

Oh, and in the back are some of my

cousins! I have hundreds of them!

Mariah and Portia smile at Cesarina’s family picture.

PORTIA

Awesome family! I bet your folks

miss you though right?

CESARINA

Well actually, they know I’m out

here. You see, the size you see me

now is not my original size. A

witch cursed me one day into human

size. She went to jail, but didn’t

know how to reverse the spell.

Cesarina stands heroically!

CESARINA

So, I promised my family that I

would return once I’m back to

normal! And of course the perfect

place to do that is...

MARIAH AND PORTIA

Destiny’s Horizon!

The trio laugh. Cesarina flies to her blanket and lays down.

She stares at her companions.
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CESARINA

Well, Goodnight you two! I’m so

proud of you. Keep up the good

work!

Mariah smiles with satisfaction, as Cesarina falls fast to

sleep. She walks over to Portia and sits down next to her...

PORTIA

What’s up ninja girl? Something on

your mind?

MARIAH

Yeah... Why do you want to go to

Destiny’s Horizon? What’s your

dream?

PORTIA

Easy. Money so I can be rich. Next

question.

MARIAH

What... that’s... that’s it.

PORTIA

Ah, yeah! Hellooooo... JEWEL THIEF

HERE! Where have you been

throughout this whole story? I want

money! It’s the only thing that I

need.

MARIAH

You know money isn’t everything,

right?

Portia turns her head to the side with a more serious

expression...

PORTIA

Yeah, well tell that to all of the

rich and high class people of the

world... Take their money away and

then come back to me and tell me

otherwise. You just need it... you

need it to survive...

Starting to feel awkward, Mariah lays down on her blanket

and turns to the side...

PORTIA

Goodnight Mary... See you in the

morning.
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MARIAH

Goodnight...

The two fall fast asleep...

EXT. FOREST - DAY

Grass patches. Small stream. Bright shiny sun! A beautiful

day in the forest!

The girls continue on their journey...

MARIAH

So, Portia how far are we to the

mountains? We must be half way

there by now?

PORTIA

Well actually...

ELECTRICAL SHOCK! BOOM!

A flashing light is seen in the distance!

UNKNOWN VICTIM

SOMEONE HELP ME!!!

The trio stare at the attack in shock. They rush towards the

commotion.

DEMONICA

Are you ready to die boy?!

Demonica is seen holding a sword heroically in the air,

ready to strike! A young man is seen tied down by demon

spirits, struggling for his life.

Mariah charges in and jumps with her blade!

MARIAH

Not on my watch!

CLASH!

The sword falls to the ground!

STRIKE!

DEMON SPIRITS

(Screeches) AAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHH!!!

The young man is free! The demon spirits poof away.
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Demonica, now irritated, turns her attention towards the

trio.

DEMONICA

How dare you!

Demonica forms a dark energy ball with her hands.

ZAP! ZAP! ZAP! ZAP! ZAP! ZAP! ZAP! ZAP! ZAP! ZAP! ZAP!

Multiple dark energy rays strike the area! Cesarina takes

Portia and flies her to safety. Mariah moves quickly

and stands firmly in front of the young man...

MARIAH

Don’t worry! I’ll protect you!

The young man stares at Mariah. Ignoring everything else

around him, he is completely mesmerized by her...

Mariah looks directly at Demonica. Demonica with lightning

speed charges at Mariah! The two continue their endless

one-on-one battle!

CLASH! BLAST! SWOOSH!

The young man still lays on the ground, mesmorized by

Mariah. Cesarina tries to get his attention by waving her

arms in the air, but Portia simply shouts...

PORTIA

COME ON YOU IDIOT!!! MOVE OUT OF

THE WAY UNLESS YOU WANT TO DIE

TODAY!!!

The young man turns his attention away for a second and

looks at Cesarina and Portia. He smiles...

Grabbing the sword off of the ground, the young man charges

forward! He jumps in the middle of the fight!

STRIKE!

DEMONICA

What?!

As Demonica is distracted, the young man does a flip and

kicks her in the back. The demon falls backward. The young

man points his sword straight at Demonica.

DEMONICA

How interesting...

FLASH! Demonica disappears.
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Cesarina and Portia rush over to check on their teammate and

the young man. Cesarina hugs Mariah. They look at the young

man...

CESARINA

Who are you?

He moves towards the girls. Together the trio meets MARVIN

(18, swordsman, friendly and hopeful romantic).

MARVIN

Hello ladies. Thank you for the

rescue. My name is Marvin and I’m a

swordsman. I’m the youngest son of

the head chief, a.k.a. Prince of

Magic Quest.

Marvin kneels down in front of Mariah and grabs her hand,

holding it front of the both of them...

MARVIN

And who might I ask is my saving

grace this day?

The girls look at the swordsman strangely...

PORTIA

Great... Just what we needed in

this story... a love-struck

prince...

Mariah introduces herself and the group...

MARIAH

I’m Mariah. This is Cesarina, and

this is Portia.

CESARINA

Hi!

PORTIA

Yeah, hey. We are on our way to

Destiny’s Horizon... so could ya

move along princey?

Marvin stands up...

MARVIN

Well you all seem like a nice group

of girls... so please, as Prince of

Magic Quest, let me help you to get

to your destination.
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Marvin rushes to grabs some flowers and rushes back. He

places his arm over Mariah’s shoulder, holds the flowers in

front of her, and smiles...

MARVIN

And maybe win your heart in the

process... So what do you say? Can

I tag along?

Marvin notices Ninja Teddy Bear and pulls his string.

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) HEY! I’M THE

CUTE MALE CHARATER IN THIS STORY!

GO FIND YOUR OWN!!!

MARVIN

Cool bear!

Feeling uncomfortable, Mariah moves away from the prince and

huddles with Cesarina and Portia.

MARIAH

Haven’t I suffered enough in the

last, like, 72 hours?

Mariah presses her teddy bear’s stomach.

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) THERE IS NEVER

ENOUGH SUFFERRING FOR A HERO!

NEVER!!!

PORTIA

Just keep Prince Creepy over there

at a distance... You can’t just

trust total strangers you know?

Mariah looks at Portia with annoyance. She turns her

attention back to Marvin.

MARIAH

Okay Marvin. I’ll let you join. But

no funny business!

MARVIN

Wonderful! I can be like your...

YOUR BODYGUARD! Yup, your

bodyguard. That’s the perfect way

to repay you after saving my life.

Marvin dashes over to Mariah, kneels down, and grabs her

hand again.
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MARVIN

I would be truly honored to guard

and protect such a beautiful and

brave ninja such as yourself.

PORTIA

I think I’m going to hurl.

Mariah pulls her hand away from Marvin’s...

MARIAH

Yeah, sorry. I don’t really do

romance...

Mariah walks forward, and Cesarina and Portia follow behind.

Marvin still happily amused, gets back up and runs after

them.

MARVIN

Hey, wait for me ladies!

Marvin is seen gradually catching up to the trio walking

right next to Mariah. They continue on their journey...

EXT. FOREST - HILLS - DAY

Large hills with a comfortable breeze. Beautiful sight of

the forest.

Taking in the tranquil scenery, Cesarina looks down happily

at the hill they are on. Portia moves next to Cesarina and

whispers in her ear.

CESARINA

Sounds like fun! Let’s do it!

All three girls happily slide down the hill.

Marvin, still on top, looks at the trio having fun and

smiles. He decides to surf down the same hill. Laying on the

ground, all four laugh at each other.

The group stands up and brushes off the grass, continuing on

their way...

EXT. FOREST - FLOWER FIELDS - DAY

Bright colorful flowers surround the area. Small blue and

orange butterflies fly around.

Cesarina eagerly flies over to a small patch of daisies. She

turns and surprisingly sees Mariah handing her a handful of

daisies.
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MARIAH

Whhaat?..... Take them. You like

these right?

Cesarina excitingly takes the daisies, and hugs them. She

smiles and nods at Mariah.

Portia smiles at Cesarina’s happiness. Surprisingly to her

too, Mariah gives her a handful of pink flowers.

MARIAH

I... I thought these would like

nice with you. They really match

your hair color well...

Playfully squatting down to Portia and quietly saying...

MARIAH

Don’t tell anyone else this...

but... I secretly like the color

pink. It’s my second favorite color

next to black. Shhh! It’s our

secret!

Both Portia and Mariah laugh at Mariah’s remark. As Mariah

continues to laugh, Marvin surprisingly kneels down and

presents the ninja with a handful of red roses.

MARVIN

For you my dear... I thought red

would be the perfect color for you.

Pressing her teddy bear’s stomach...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) A hero should

never pass up a kind gesture.

Cesarina and Portia laugh at the prince’s romantic act.

Awkwardly, Mariah takes the roses and pats Marvin on his

head. Marvin is lovingly satisfied with the gesture.

The group stands up, and moves on from the beautiful flower

fields...

EXT. FOREST - NATIVE VILLAGE - DAY

Brown wooden huts. Campfire sites around the area. Native

villagers all around the village walking and interacting

with each other.
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MARIAH

Where are we?

MARVIN

This, my dear Mariah, is the local

native village. It’s the only

village in the forest. The people

here are very friendly and well

recognized in Magic Quest. They

provide all sorts of fruits,

vegetation, and ancient tales...

It’s always nice to visit here from

time to time.

The girls look at the adults socializing and happy children

playing. Portia notices how the natives have torn up

clothing, straw huts, and little to no money...

PORTIA

How can these people be so happy?

Everything is so brown... Shouldn’t

they be sad for not having enough

money or anything rich to survive

on?

Mariah shakes her head at her companion. Portia looks back

at the natives all interacting with each other. In

particular, Portia sees a little girl playing with a her

mother and father.

The girl jumps on her parents and they all fall on the

ground. The family laughs off the fall and embrace in a hug.

Portia is hypnotized by the genuine happiness of the

family...

PORTIA

They... they value each other...

The villagers noticing wave goodbye to Marvin and the girls.

The group waves back...

MARIAH

Come on guys... let’s keep going...

The girls and Marvin head off. Portia takes one last look at

the native village, and the little girl with her family. She

smiles and follows on...
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EXT. FOREST - CAVE - NIGHT

Fireflies and crickets. The team enters a cave.

ZAP! SLASH! BLAST!

Demonica is seen in the dark abandoned cave! She unleashes a

giant ring of fire around the group! Feeling scared...

CESARINA

I... I don’t think I can handle her

anymore!

The fire grows larger and demon spirits come out screeching

from it. Mariah gets close to Cesarina from behind and holds

her shoulders...

MARIAH

It’s okay... Nothing is going to

harm you I promise!

Cesarina trembling in fear turns to face Mariah...

CESARINA

How...How do you do it? How are you

so strong all of the time?!

PUNCH! KICK! STAB! With her quick moves and blade Mariah

defeats the demon spirits!

MARIAH

Cesarina, I’m no different! I have

fears and weaknesses like everyone

else, but when the situation calls

for it, I stay completely in

control of myself. Even if I’m

afraid, I give my all!

After hearing her words, Cesarina lowers her head a little

in doubt. Mariah places her hand on the fairy’s shoulder and

smiles...

MARIAH

It’s confidence Cesarina, and I

know you have it in you too. In

fact if it makes you feel any

better, you’ve already put

confidence in me.

Cesarina stares in shock at Mariah’s response...
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MARIAH

Oh, come on. Me and Portia. Without

you, I would’ve never had the guts

to be comfortable being around her

as I am now. You really are a big

help and I’m happy you’re sharing

this journey with me!

Feeling more calmed, Cesarina smiles with joy and lovingly

hugs Mariah tightly. Cesarina squeezes her so much that they

begin flying in the air, and Ninja Teddy Bear responds.

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) FEEL THE LOVE!!!

Marvin and Portia look from afar...

MARVIN

She’s so wonderful...

PORTIA

Okay lover boy, why do you even

like her so much? Nothing against

ninja girl, but you act like you’ve

never seen another girl before.

SLASH! STRIKE! UPPER KICK! Marvin poofs the demon spirits

that were coming for Portia. Portia lucks up and punches one

of them in the face.

MARVIN

Well... back at home I always get

attention from girls, but I know

most of the time they only like me

for my appearance or because I’m

royalty. With Mariah it’s

different. She doesn’t even know

how to respond to my romantic

advances! She’s so brave, and

independent, AND AMAZING! Isn’t she

just so cute?!

SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! Another group of demon

spirits are taken down by Marvin’s sword. Portia sees Mariah

aggressively cut through five demon spirits and stabs

another five all together in the stomach.

PORTIA

Yeah, cute in a "Violent, stabby,

I’m going to kill you if you get in

my way" kind of way...

Portia laughs, as she sees Marvin hopelessly staring at

Mariah again...
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PORTIA

Well Prince Charming, keep trying.

Who knows you might actually end up

impressing her...

Marvin smiles in surprise...

MARVIN

When did you start caring about

people?

STAB! Marvin kills the last demon spirit! It screeches and

disappers in pain!

PORTIA

What can I say, Mary and cheery

over there are starting to rub off

on me...

Demonica’s ring of fire cools down. Mariah from a

distance...

MARIAH

Alright team, let’s keep moving! We

can’t defeat Demonica like this!

The group runs forward out of the cave...

DEMONICA

Oh no you don’t!

Demonica forms a giant demonic sharp hand...

DEMONICA

I’ve had enough of these childish

schemes. You want to see something

scary? I’LL SCARE YOU TO DEATH!!!

Demonica unleashes her giant magical hand towards the team!

EXT. FOREST - NIGHT

The girls and Marvin keep running as they exit the cave.

Quick from behind...SNATCH! Mariah and Ninja Teddy Bear are

captured! The gigantic demon hand swings right back inside

the cave! Ninja Teddy Bear remarks as he is being pulled...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) I REGRET

NOTHING! NOTHING!!!

The ninja and her beloved bear are nowhere to be seen...
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MARVIN

NO!

Three more demonic monsters appear out of the ground and

capture Portia, Marvin, and Cesarina separately! They all

sink into the ground leaving the scene quietly without a

trace...

EXT. UNDERWORLD - DEMONICA’S HIDEOUT

Humongous flames cover the entire area. Black demonic bats

with red eyes fly across the mahogany sky.

The three demon monsters appear out of the ground with

Portia, Marvin, and Cesarina. Demonica magically appears

holding Mariah and her bear in chains.

DEMONICA

Welcome all, welcome! My home

awaits your demise!!!

Demonica raises her hand proudly at her home...

A humongous half-demon, half-lion gargoyle monster with its

sharp teeth and blood dripping out! A giant sword is seen on

the top of the monster’s head.

Demonica magically poofs Ninja Teddy Bear in front of her...

DEMONICA

Maybe I’ll destroy this pathetic

toy first... Awww Mariah did your

mommy give this to you? It’s to bad

she isn’t alive to take this cheap

gift back.

Mariah looks at the demon furiously...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) Your evil ways

are no match for my fluffy

cuteness. I will never show fear!

NO ENEMY CAN BREAK ME!!

DEMONICA

Uh... so annoying.

Demonica throws the bear to one of the monsters...

DEMONICA

Dispose of this thing.
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PORTIA

No, not NTB. Come on he’s my

favorite character in all of this!

MARIAH, CESARINA, AND MARVIN

Hey!

Demonica laughs a little at her enemies. She orders her

henchmen...

DEMONICA

Transport them inside.

They all disappear...

INT. DEMONICA’S HIDEOUT - DARK CORNERS

The girls and Marvin poof inside a gray cage. They are

surrounded by complete darkness. A moment of silence.

Demonica magically appears. A picture forms in front of the

group...

Princess Destiny is seen battling with Demonica, as King

Phoenix and Queen Eternity are captured. The team stare at

the picture quietly as they listen...

DEMONICA

For centuries, that royal family

has always kept peace and harmony

throughout Magic Quest. The

overall good nature of people left

demons like me nearly extinct.

The picture multiplies into many, showing Demonica

ruthlessly killing people and destroying places. The team

watches with unease...

DEMONICA

Before them I was the most powerful

being throughout the land!

Warriors, armies, even other demons

couldn’t touch me. I destroyed as I

pleased!

Demonica begins to walk closer to her hostages...

DEMONICA

You see, my power feeds off of

negative spirits. People who while

alive were filled with negative

emotions. Hate, jealousy, violence,

the usual.
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Demonica snaps her fingers. A demon spirit appears.

PORTIA

So, those things are actually

spirits of people we’ve been

fighting the whole time!

The demon spirit poofs away. Demonica claps her hands.

POOF!

INT. DEMONICA’S HIDEOUT - SPIRIT ROOM

An empty navy blue room with haunting music. The team, still

trapped, appear with Demonica.

Little white spirits appear as King Phoenix, Queen Eternity,

and Princess Destiny, and a demonic intruder. Princess

Destiny’s spirit is seen taking the final blow for her

parents.

The spirits of the king and queen are seen released from the

demon, and scream and cry in horror. They run to see that

their beloved daughter has died instantly from the attack.

The demonic intruder laughs and reveals itself to be

Demonica. All of the spirits disappear.

MARIAH

You’re.... a monster.

Cesarina trembles...

CESARINA

Why? The king, queen... their

beautiful daughter, she-

DEMONICA

That worthless princess you speak

of was their last heir... The funny

part is that I had no intention of

killing her.

The group stares in shock as they continue to listen...

DEMONICA

I wanted to kill the girl’s parents

to take their treasure and start a

war against good and evil where

no one could stop me. But by

killing Destiny... I ended their

legacy!

Demonica laughs maniacally...
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DEMONICA

I never knew accidently killing an

innocent could bring me so much

pleasure! So I selflessly didn’t

kill the royal rulers. Letting them

suffer the rest of their miserable

lives, mourning the lost of their

only child, was a fate worse for

them.

She claps her hands again.

POOF!

INT. DEMONICA’S HIDEOUT - DARK CORNERS

They all reappear. Another picture pops up, showing King

Phoenix and Queen Eternity next to Destiny’s Horizon.

DEMONICA

However I wasn’t expecting those

idiots to actually build a memorial

for her and perform a magical spell

to keep her powerful spirit ALIVE!

The demon stomps on the ground loudly, causing it to shake

and move the cage. The gang falls to the ground.

DEMONICA

Her virtuous spirit continues to

live on to this day due to the

wishes she makes. She’s more

powerful than me. I never

imagined...

Demonica turns her head, smiling at her captives...

DEMONICA

So my only option now is to have an

unlimited amount of demon spirits

and kill anyone I please,

especially fools who want to go to

that retched place! At least if I

can do that, maybe there’s a chance

Destiny’s spirit will someday

disappear forever.

Demonica magically lifts the cage up high in the air...

MARIAH, CESARINA, PORTIA, AND MARVIN

Woah!
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DEMONICA

And since you four wont quit, I

guess I’ll have to force you to...

An ambush of demon spirits rush out of the dark and grab the

four captives separately.

MARIAH, CESARINA, PORTIA, AND MARVIN

AAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!

Everyone disappears into the darkness...

INT. DEMONICA’S HIDEOUT - HAUNTING CHAMBERS

Ghost sounds throughout the chambers. Skeletons, cobwebs,

and spiders are seen everywhere. Demon bats fly all around.

The demon spirits appear out of a dark portal and throw

Mariah, Cesarina, Portia, and Marvin to the ground. As they

get up...

MARIAH

Now what?

A dark unknown figure appears far in the distance in front

of the group. The dark figure is seen sitting alone as

ghosts appear around it. Mariah holds her NINJA BLADE

tightly ready for battle.

MARIAH

I’m tired of this madness. We are

getting out of here, NOW!

The young ninja charges at the dark figure with all of her

might!

DARK FIGURE

Mariah?

Right before she could strike, Mariah instantly stops.

DARK FIGURE

Mariah? Baby is that you?

The dark unknown figure stands and faces Mariah with arms

wide open. The dark figure reveals itself as a yellow ghost

spirit of Marina.

DARK FIGURE

Sweetheart... it’s been so long?

Come give mommy a hug.
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Cesarina, Portia, and Marvin stand in surprise. Mariah

stands trembling. She slowly reaches her hand out to touch

the haunting spirit. Her hand goes right through the spirit.

The young ninja cries uncontrollably...

MARIAH

Stop it.

DARK FIGURE

But my love...

MARIAH

YOU’RE NOT HER!

Mariah swings her NINJA BLADE right in front of the dark

figure! With streams of tears coming down her face, Mariah

stands with rage at the false Marina!

MARIAH

I don’t know what the heck you

actually are, but you have until

the count of 3 to turn into

something else or I’ll end you!

Unalarmed by Mariah’s actions, the false Marina smiles.

Unafraid of what happens next, the dark figure lovingly

rushes over to the ninja and hugs her. Mariah drops her

blade on the ground in shock.

DARK FIGURE

You’re such a disappointment.

The false Marina releases from the hug and kisses Mariah on

the forehead. The dark figure disappears with a

smile, leaving sparkling dust all around Mariah.

The young ninja drops herself down to the ground, and cries

loud enough to hear throughout the chambers.

MARIAH

Why?.... YOU TWISTED WITCH!!!

Cesarina, Portia, and Marvin rush over to comfort their

companion. Demonica appears in the air, staring down at her

enemies.

DEMONICA

Had enough? There’s more where that

came from if you refuse to end your

journey.
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MARVIN

THAT’S IT!

Marvin stands angrily ready with his sword. Cesarina and

Portia continue to comfort Mariah on the ground.

DEMONICA

Oh, please... you’re not my

problem. You’re more of an

annoyance than anything else.

Demonica places her hand in front of Marvin, treating him

like a target. A black and white dark energy begins to form

from the demon’s hand...

DEMONICA

Ready... aim...

The black and white dark energy grows uncontrollably large!

Cesarina lifts Mariah off of the ground.

CESARINA

LET’S GO! RUN!!

The team quickly moves forward. Demonica smiles.

BLAST!

The smoke clouds disappear and the demon sees her hostages

running to find an exit. Thrilled by their fear and attempt

to escape, Demonica’s hands bursts into red magical flames.

She laughs...

DEMONICA

OH NO YOU DON’T!

Demonica’s eyes turn into white bright flames. Hundreds of

demon spirits appear behind their demon master!

DEMONICA

KILL THEM! KILL THEM ALL!!!

Demonica flies confidently as the leader! The army of demon

spirits follow her. She begins to catch up to her enemies.

DEMONICA

TAKE THIS!

Demonica throws one of her red magical flames in Portia’s

direction! Portia dodges it by rolling on the ground!
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Another flies into Mariah’s direction! Cesarina quickly

lifts her friend, and flies high enough for the flame to

miss!

DEMONICA

LET’S CHANGE UP THE SCENERY, SHALL

WE?!!

A white light blinks around the chambers and turns into...

INT. DEMONICA’S HIDEOUT - NIGHTMARE FUEL HALLWAY

An endless hallway filled with haunting images on both

sides: wild monsters, burning flames, screams of horror, and

endless crying.

As the team continue to run, they try to block off all of

the surrounding noise and madness.

DEMONICA

BEHOLD! This is the heart of my

monster home! Awww, what’s wrong

fools?! Can’t CONCENTRATE!

Mariah and Marvin battle with the oncoming demon spirits,

while still running. SLASH! STRIKE! PUNCH!

Small black insects and critters with red and yellow eyes

appear from the sides. They start to jump onto the team!

CESARINA

AAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!

PORTIA

GET THESE FREAKS OFF OF ME!

Marvin strikes some down with his sword.

MARVIN

STAY AWAY!

The white light from before begins to blink again...

INT. DEMONICA’S HIDEOUT - FEAR CLOSET

The team stops running. Everything from before

disappears. They see themselves trapped inside a giant

closet with one humongous door in front of them.

PORTIA

The heck? What is-

An item appears in front of the jewel thief. It reveals to

be a bag of golden coins.
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PORTIA

Uh, no thanks.

The shiny riches poof away. Portia goes over and puts her

arms around Mariah and Cesarina.

PORTIA

That was weird, right girls?

Mariah and Cesarina stare at Portia with surprise.

CESARINA

But that was money. Free money. I

thought you always wanted-

PORTIA

Nope. Not anymore. I’ve got more

important treasures now.

Portia smiles, as she looks at Mariah and Cesarina. Mariah

and Cesarina smile back.

DEMONICA (V.O.)

Wow. So there is something else

you’re more afraid of. Why don’t

you tell them? They deserve to know

don’t you think? I can sense your

thoughts in the spirit room.

Mariah, Cesarina, and Marvin stand confused. Mariah looks at

Portia.

MARIAH

What is she talking about?

Portia stares sadden at her companions. Demonica appears in

front of them.

MARIAH

You’ve toyed with us enough and you

made your point. But we’ve also

made ours. No matter how much you

try, we aren’t going to stop our

journey to Destiny’s Horizon. Right

team!

CESARINA

Right! Even though I get scared

easily, I won’t stop!

Mariah smiles at Cesarina...
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MARIAH

I’m proud of your confidence.

Cesarina smiles back.

MARVIN

Yeah! And I won’t let you hurt

these ladies anymore! You maybe

powerful but you aren’t powerful

enough to break our spirits!

The prince turns and holds Mariah’s hand for a moment.

MARVIN

Mariah. I promise, I’ll protect you

and your friends no matter what! I

won’t give up this fight!

MARIAH

Thank you Marvin, for being with us

this far.

Demonica, disappointingly, looks at the two companions...

DEMONICA

Atrocious. You’re pathetic boy.

MARIAH

Leave him alone! At least he’s

positive and genuine! All you do is

waste your time making others

miserable. You’re the only pathetic

one here.

The demon looks at Mariah, annoyed. She smirks back at

Portia.

DEMONICA

And you troublemaker?

Portia lowers her head as she begins to speak...

PORTIA

I’m an orphan. I don’t have anyone

or anything to turn back to. I need

this journey. Just leave me alone.

The rest of the group looks sadden at Portia. Mariah tries

to come closer to her companion.

MARIAH

Portia...
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Mariah stops herself and points her blade in Demonica’s

direction.

MARIAH

Take us out of here already, or

fight us if you want! We’ll show

you no mercy either way. Your

choice demon.

Demonica grows tired of the heartwarming and confident

moments of her captives.

DEMONICA

FINE!

In a flash, the demon grabs a hold of her hostages.

POOF!

EXT. THE GREAT MOUNTAINS - DAY

Snowing. Humongous blue and purple mountains with snow on

top. White sky. Extremely cold outside.

A random black portal in the air pops open, and Demonica is

seen coming out of it. She harshly throws her enemies to the

frozen ground!

DEMONICA

DIE OUT HERE! This is the last

stop! Only few risk takers have

made it pass this area and made

their dreams come true. You’re only

children. Ta, ta.

Demonica disappears without hesitation. The gang hugs

themselves for warmth. Mariah looks at Portia.

MARIAH

Portia, for real... What in the

world was that devil talking about

back there? Are you hiding

something from us?

Cesarina and Marvin look at Portia with concern. The young

jewel thief turns herself away in guilt, from her

companions.

MARIAH

Portia, if it’s something personal,

we can talk about it. We are

friends now, right?

Portia stands upset and quiet.
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MARIAH

Portia, please... Let’s just-

PORTIA

I DON’T KNOW THE WAY TO DESTINY’S

HORIZON!!!

Mariah, Cesarina, and Marvin stand in silence. Only the

sound of the cold snow as it falls from the sky.

MARIAH

Wh... What?

Portia turns and tries her best to explain herself.

PORTIA

At first, you were right, okay? It

was about me trying to escape that

stupid robbery and me thinking

about by myself, but- but then-

MARIAH

You... lied to us...

Mariah balls her hands into fists, and lowers her head.

Portia stands silent, scared of saying another word. She

speaks softly...

PORTIA

Mariah please, let me-

Mariah pushes Portia down in the snow.

MARIAH

HAS ALL OF THIS BEEN A JOKE TO

YOU?! RISKING OUR LIVES TO ACHIEVE

SOMETHING WE’VE WANTED FOR A LONG

TIME? DO YOU THINK THIS WAS JUST

ABOUT SAVING YOUR REBELLIOUS BUTT?!

Cesarina and Marvin look scared at Mariah’s anger. Mariah

looks down shedding single tears at Portia.

MARIAH

You betrayed us...

The young ninja, filled with rage, turns away as the guilty

jewel thief lays in the ground. The snow begins to cover

Portia. Marvin tries to ease the tension...

MARVIN

Mariah please, let’s just-
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MARIAH

DON’T TOUCH ME! I don’t, I can’t

.... I...

Mariah puts herself in check before losing any more control

of her emotions. She walks away from the group for a moment.

MARIAH

I can’t handle betrayal...

The young ninja looks at Marvin.

MARIAH

I’m sorry Marvin. But I can’t take

any more chances. Too much time has

already been taken.

She takes a deep breath and turns to Cesarina...

MARIAH

Cesarina, since you’ve been the

most positive and caring member of

this former team, I’m giving you a

chance... Let’s finish at Destiny’s

Horizon together. Unless you’re

hiding something too?

Cesarina turns and flies to Portia. She helps the jewel

thief off of the ground and dusts the snow off of her. The

bright fairy stands in between Marvin and Portia with

confidence.

CESARINA

No! Mariah this isn’t right. I’m

not leaving anyone, and that

includes you. I believe it’s our

destiny to reach this magical place

together. Please... don’t do

this...

Cesarina stands firm. Mariah looks in surprise at the

cheerful fairy’s response.

MARIAH

Fine. Then I wish you luck on

finding Destiny’s Horizon on your

own.

With that final remark, Mariah leaves her former team.

Cesarina, Portia, and Marvin upsettingly watch as their

companion leaves.
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EXT. THE GREAT MOUNTAINS - NIGHT

The snow has stopped and the temperature has increased a

little. A small windy breeze captures the air.

Mariah sits alone attempting to start a fire with two pieces

of wood she found. The cold air blocks every attempt of that

happening for her.

The young ninja sits on a log, in the snow. She cradles

herself and lowers her head, crying herself to sleep.

EXT. THE GREAT MOUNTAINS - DAY

A brighter day in the mountains. The snow sparkles crystal

white.

Mariah continues to walk north. She stops and notices a

pathway between two large mountains.

Up ahead, Mariah sees a dark unknown creature sitting in the

middle of the upcoming pathway. It appears to be holding

something...

She draws her NINJA BLADE ready to fight! She walks

closer...

The creature reveals itself to be one of the monster

henchmen from Demonica’s hideout! IT’S HOLDING NINJA TEDDY

BEAR!

Mariah stares in disbelief and excitement over her beloved

childhood bear still being alive. The monster seems to be

playing with Ninja Teddy Bear, instead of following

Demonica’s commands of getting rid of it.

MARIAH

Hey! That’s mine!

The monster stands in surprise over seeing the young ninja.

Confused and scared it begins to run around in circles

holding Ninja Teddy Bear above its head.

DEMON MONSTER

AAAAAHHHHH!!! AAAAAHHHHH!!!

AAAAAHHHHH!!!

ROUNDHOUSE KICK!

The demon monster is knocked out and slams to the ground,

after being attacked by Mariah.
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MARIAH

Well that was stupid.

The demon monster poofs away. More concerned at her toy,

Mariah pulls Ninja Teddy Bear’s string.

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) It is truly an

honor to see you my old friend!

MARIAH

Oh, Ninja Teddy! I feel the same. I

thought you were gone for good.

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) NINJA TEDDY BEAR

NEVER DIES! I’M IMMORTAL!

NINJA TEDDY BEAR FOREVER!!!

Mariah laughs at her bear’s response. Taking a more serious

tone...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) Fellow ninja,

where are you friends?

MARIAH

Uh, let’s not talk about that.

Things didn’t quite work out.

Ninja Teddy Bear begins to break character and sound more

like a real person...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) No, seriously.

Where the freak are your freakin’

friends?

Mariah looks at her Ninja Teddy Bear awkwardly. Ninja Teddy

Bear breaks more character...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) You mean to tell

me I followed you through this

journey, got kidnapped for you by

an ugly demon, and been a sidekick

character for you this entire

story, JUST FOR YOU TO NOT HAVE ANY

FRIENDS!!!

Mariah stares dumbfounded, unknowing how to respond back...
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NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) Mariah, baby

girl... I love you. But... KEEP

YOUR FREAKIN’ FRIENDS!!! YOU’VE

ALWAYS NEEDED SOME FREAKIN’

FRIENDS!!! YOU FREAKIN’ LONER!!!

*sighs* I’m hungry again. I need

some food. Feed me please.

Feeling uneasy, Mariah slowly straps her bear back around

her sash, and without another single word, Mariah walks

forward.

From a distance, one last sassy remark is given...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) Oh don’t give me

that awkward silent treatment! You

think I can just be this extremely

good looking stuffed animal toy for

this entire story without throwing

down some TRUTH! Especially when

I’ve been missing all of the

ACTION?!! WHERE’S MY FOOD AT?!

EXT. THE GREAT MOUNTAINS - DAY

Snow starts to gently fall from the sky.

Marvin and Portia are walking north, with Portia leading the

way. Cesarina is seen flying behind them while holding her

hands.

MARVIN

Portia, where are you going?

Portia stays silent while walking forward with confidence.

MARVIN

Portia?! Uh.... Cesarina can you

try talking to her?

Cesarina nods her head, and flies over to try and touch

Portia’s shoulder.

CESARINA

Portia, I know you might be a

little mad at our... recent

conflict... but you should-

PORTIA

I’m not mad!
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Portia stops immediately and turns her head toward her

teammates.

PORTIA

I’m going to Destiny’s Horizon

still! I’m going to apologize and

get Mariah back!

Cesarina and Marvin stand in shock. The reformed jewel thief

turns around to explain herself.

PORTIA

I’m sorry Cesarina, and you too

Marvin. What I said before was

true, but I’ve changed since then.

That’s the part Mariah needs to

hear.

Staring straight at Cesarina...

PORTIA

Cesarina, when we reformed our

group and spent time together in

the forest I felt something. I felt

a connection through you and

Mariah. Being alone all my life,

I’ve never had that before. And I’m

not about to lose that now! Not

when we are so close to Destiny’s

Horizon!

Standing triumphantly!

PORTIA

And no amount of money will stop me

now!

Without another word, Portia turns and begins to walk

forward again. She stops one last time and turns to the

cheerful fairy...

PORTIA

Hey, Ces... thanks for never giving

up on me and Mariah.

Marvin smiles at Portia’s remark. Portia looks at Marvin.

PORTIA

What are you staring at lover boy?

Come on... Don’t you still want to

be Mary’s hero or whatever?

The jewel thief walks on with her arms behind her head.
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PORTIA

It’s not going to happen if we keep

standing here and talk about our

feelings and junk.

Cesarina excitingly flies behind Portia’s lead. Marvin

smiles and follows on. The three are seen taking the same

pathway Mariah took.

EXT. THE GREAT MOUNTAINS - NIGHT

Cloudy night. Dark navy blue sky. Full moon.

Mariah is seen walking with a burning torch. She is seen on

a new pathway, starting to get farther pass The Great

Mountains. Squeezing her teddy’s stomach...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) I sense you are

near something magical.

MARIAH

I think you’re right NT.

Up ahead the young ninja sees something sparkling in the

moonlight... a big structure of some sort.

MARIAH

*gasp* Could it be?!

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) Run to it you

fool. RUN!!!

With excitement in her eyes, and her torch raised high,

Mariah runs down the pathway and beholds...

EXT. DESTINY’S HORIZON - NIGHT

A beautiful temple covered in valuable riches that sparkle

in the night. It stands as big as a giant! Patches of purple

roses are seen surrounding the area.

Mariah stands with amazement and sheds a tear. She holds her

teddy close. Ninja Teddy Bear remarks...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) It’s okay my

master. Such beauty isn’t meant for

mortal eyes...

Mariah smiles with joy as she wipes her tears.
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MARIAH

Mom, we made it.

The young ninja runs inside!

INT. DESTINY’S HORIZON - NIGHT

The temple is seen even larger inside. Vines hang all around

the ceiling. Patches of leaves and grass are seen growing

from the floor.

A large room gleaming with yellow light is on the left. On

the right there is a light blue room. In front, there is

Princess Destiny’s memorial room with a large picture of her

in the center.

Mariah walks forward to see the two rooms on the side. She

looks to the left...

MARIAH

Yup! That’s the treasure room.

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) MAGNIFICENT!!!

She looks to the right. She surprisingly sees old skeletons

covered with dust and spiders laying around the ground. Some

of the skeletons have weapons next to them.

MARIAH

Disturbing...

Mariah walks forward and stares at Princess Destiny’s

picture. She kneels down to honor the deceased princess.

MARIAH

I’m so sorry your highness, for the

lost of your life. I hope you and

your parents are happy together in

the royal heavens.

As Mariah continues to kneel, a bright blue light starts to

flash from the picture! Mariah stares with surprise.

The blue light turns white and glows brighter. A white

magical figure appears from the picture, with sparkles and

stars shining around it.

The white color fades and turns into a light blue spirit.

The spirit is revealed as PRINCESS DESTINY’S SPIRIT (1000+

(biologically 16), deceased, virtuous, and kindhearted)
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PRINCESS DESTINY’S SPIRIT

Greetings young traveler. Thank you

ever so much for your kind words.

MARIAH

Your glorious majesty. Please,

forgive me for disturbing you.

Could I make one special wish?

PRINCESS DESTINY’S SPIRIT

Of course young traveler. You

understand that you can grant only

one right? No take backs.

MARIAH

Understood, my princess. I... I

wish-

KABOOM! EXPLOSION!

Large smoke clouds clear, and a giant hole is seen through

the entrance. An angry Demonica is seen with several demon

spirits behind her! Mariah sees the demon monster from

earlier that took Ninja Teddy Bear.

DEMONICA

I gave this idiot one job to do

with that stupid bear, and what

does he come back and tell me?!

YOU... DIE... NOW!!!

The demon spirits from behind swarm through in hundreds

as Demonica raises her hands with fury. Mariah turns her

attention towards her enemy.

She draws her NINJA BLADE. Demonica blasts her dark magic at

Mariah, as the young ninja fights off the hundreds of demon

spirits.

SLASH! KICK! STRIKE! STAB! KICK!

An ambush of demon spirits fall to the ground and disappear!

Another army of demon spirits come from the right!

UPPER KICK! SWISH! THROW! LOW PUNCH! SLICE!

The second ambush falls to the ground! Seeing her minions

growing tired and starting to disappear, Demonica steps in

to fight!

BLAST! SWOOSH! BOOM! CLASH! STRIKE!

Mariah starts to lose her breath.
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DEMONICA

Awwww getting tired? You can’t keep

this up forever. Where are your

useless friends? Don’t tell me

you’ve lost them already?

Ignoring Demonica’s remarks, Mariah fights more

aggressively. STRIKE! STRIKE! STRIKE!

DEMONICA

Awww... Don’t get mad at me. It’s

not my fault your relationships

with others always leads in misery?

Just look at your mother...

CESARINA (O.S.)

DON’T LISTEN TO HER MARIAH!

Mariah immediately stops and looks toward the entrance.

MARIAH

Cesarina?

She excitingly sees Cesarina, Portia, and Marvin standing

tall and ready to help! Marvin jumps in and strikes down a

couple of demon spirits with his sword!

MARVIN

KEEP YOUR EVIL HANDS AWAY FROM MY

NINJA!

Mariah smiles at Marvin’s response. Cesarina and Portia runs

over to their friend. Portia lovingly hugs Mariah.

PORTIA

I’m sorry. I know you may never

forgive me or believe me, but I

don’t care. You need to know I’ve

changed.

MARIAH

Portia, you-

Enraged by their survival and close bond, Demonica

explodes...

DEMONICA

You... all... SURVIVED!?

AAAAAAHHHHHHHHH!!!

Demonica raises her arms and blasts all of her demon spirits

with fire. She loses control and a black aurora surrounds

her.
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The black aurora consumes her body completely, and Demonica

starts to transform and grow in size. The team stares up in

fear. The demon is now a giant monster...

Black claws, bright white eyes, large sharp white teeth,

black devil horns, and large devil tail. DEMONICA HAS

TRANSFORMED INTO THE ULTIMATE DEMON SPIRIT!

The demon slams her fists to the ground, making a loud

thunder sound! A large magical fire ring surrounds the group

and Demonica. Dark black and red flames surround the rest of

the temple. She smiles...

DEMONICA

(demonic voice) NO ESCAPE!

POUND! POUND! POUND! The demon tries to squash her foes!

MARIAH

Be careful!

Mariah, Cesarina, Marvin, and Portia move hastily in

separate directions. Trying to move in all directions,

Demonica tries to kill each one of them.

SLAM! SPLAT! CRUSH!

DEMONICA

(demonic voice) Aaawwww, DON’T RUN!

Marvin rushes to Mariah’s side. He stands ready to fight

like her.

MARVIN

I know you might be mad at me

still. But I promise you... I would

never do anything to hurt you. And

if you’ll allow me, I still want to

be your bodyguard!

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) LET THE PRETTY

BOY FIGHT! HE’S NOT SO BAD AFTER

ALL!

Mariah lowers her head for a second and thinks.

MARIAH

Okay.

The young ninja draws all her attention towards Demonica’s

monstrous new form. Without looking...
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MARIAH

And, Marvin... I’m sorry. Thank

you... for everything you’ve done

for us.

Without saying another word, Mariah jumps in with her blade.

SLICE!

DEMONICA

(demonic voice) AAAAAAAAHHHHHH!!!

Demonica’s tail has a sharp cut in it.

Marvin stares in amazement and blushes from Mariah’s

gratitude. He excitingly helps out his ninja crush in taking

down the monster.

Cesarina and Portia look on, as they see their friends

attack Demonica. They look at each other and nod in

agreement.

Cesarina lifts Portia from the arms and flies her to the top

of Demonica’s face. Cesarina and Portia both smile with

confidence.

PORTIA

NO MORE WATCHING FROM THE

SIDELINES!!!

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) That’s what I’m

talking about!

Cesarina flies close to Demonica’s right eye.

PORTIA

TAKE THIS!!!

UPPER KICK!

DEMONICA

(demonic voice) AAAAAAAAHHHHHHH!!!

BLASTED FOOLS!!!

Demonica covers her eye. Cesarina and Portia chuckle as they

fly away back to the ground.

MARVIN

Nice shot!

Mariah and Marvin continue to damage the demon with their

weapons. With a sudden flick of her large tail.
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SWOOSH! Mariah is sent flying to the ground, close to the

ring of fire! Demonica still holding her eye in anger points

her finger at Mariah.

A white magical beam forms! Witnessing that Mariah is not

paying attention, and trying to get up...

CESARINA

MARIAH! LOOK OUT!!!

The fairy flies as fast as she can towards her friend!

BLAST!

Mariah pulls herself together and sees Cesarina on the

ground holding her stomach and breathing heavily.

MARIAH

CESARINA!!!

She runs to her and holds her close. Despite struggling to

keep her eyes open, Cesarina still smiles at her friend.

CESARINA

I’m... I’m so sorry Mariah... I

just wanted all of us to fulfill

our dreams together.

She holds her hand on Mariah’s cheek...

CESARINA

I’m sure your mother is proud of

you.

Mariah begins to cry over her friend. Marvin and Portia rush

to aid Cesarina. Demonica pleasingly looks at the situation

below.

DEMONICA

(demonic voice) HA HA HA HA! HA HA

HA HA HA HA!!! What’s your move

going to be now little warriors?!

Your weak friend there is running

out of options...

Mariah dries her eyes and prepares herself. She lets Marvin

and Portia hold Cesarina. She stands with her NINJA BLADE!

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) Let’s do this.

Mariah rushes straight to the fire! Not being afraid, she

rolls right through the flames. She rolls on the ground and

stands to pat the flames off.
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With only a few burns on her, Mariah rushes to Princess

Destiny’s picture again. The princess’ spirit reappears. The

young ninja screams with all her might...

MARIAH

I WISH CESARINA WAS FULLY RECOVERED

OF HER INJURY!!!

The beautiful spirit smiles...

PRINCESS DESTINY’S SPIRIT

As you wish...

Princess Destiny’s spirit holds her hands, closes her eyes,

and bows her head down together in prayer position. Magical

white sparkles cover a nearly dead Cesarina.

FLASH!

SHE’S INSTANTLY HEALED! The cheerful fairy gains

consciousness again!

CESARINA

I’m... I’m okay!

Relieved, Cesarina hugs Marvin and Portia. Mariah looks back

satisfied by the safety of her friend. She turns back around

to Princess Destiny’s spirit...

MARIAH

Thank you, your highness.

PRINCESS DESTINY’S SPIRIT

No, thank you. You have a big

heart...

From a distance, Demonica explodes over the happy

situation...

DEMONICA

(screeches) AAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHH!!!

Princess Destiny’s deceased spirit sees the demon from a

distance and scolds her...

PRINCESS DESTINY’S SPIRIT

Demonica. I see you’re still up to

no good.

DEMONICA

Oh, can it! The last thing I need

is a lecture from the likes of you!
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PRINCESS DESTINY’S SPIRIT

You’re right... The only thing you

need is to be sealed forever.

Cesarina flies over and lifts Mariah and Ninja Teddy Bear up

in the air. The young ninja whispers to the fairy. After

being finished...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) GREAT PLAN!

Smirking at the evil demon, Cesarina flies off high in the

air with Mariah and Ninja Teddy Bear. Demonica, not paying

attention, turns to find out her enemies disappeared.

Demonica looks all over to find Mariah, Cesarina, and Ninja

Teddy Bear...

DEMONICA

Wh... Whe.... Where are they?!

WHERE?!!

The demon rushes over and holds the Princess Destiny’s neck

with all of her strength! Completely out of control of her

emotions....

DEMONICA

TELL MMMMMMMMMMEEEEEEEE!!!!!

Unfazed by the chokehold, Princess Destiny’s spirit smiles

at Demonica. Infuriated, Demonica raises one hand and

transforms it into a spiky claw. She gets ready to strike

down the deceased spirit, until...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) WE’RE RIGHT HERE

BABY!

Letting go of the spirit’s neck, Demonica looks high up in

the air but sees nothing. She stands confused.

With Cesarina flying right in front of Demonica’s heart,

Mariah is seen holding her Ninja Teddy Bear. The beloved toy

is seen holding his two skinny KATANA BLADES!

MARIAH

AAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!

PIERCE!

Demonica’s heart is stabbed by the young ninja and her

bear...
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NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) Ninja... Teddy

Bear...

A white explosion occurs within Demonica’s heart and spreads

throughout her body. The demon has one last torturous

scream....

DEMONICA

AAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!

EXPLOSION!

The smoke clouds disappear and a small black skull with red

eyes is seen on the ground.

Princess Destiny’s spirit picks up the dark item in her

right hand and crushes it. The dark ashes fade away in the

air and turns into little flashing stars...

PRINCESS DESTINY’S SPIRIT

May your evil ways be stored away

forever, and may all of the lives

you’ve took away rest in peace.

The whole team watches in wonderment over the virtuous

spirit. The magical fires from before all fade away. The

broken entrance is magically fixed again. Everything is back

to normal...

Back to her senses, Portia rushes to the princess.

PORTIA

Your majesty! Princess Destiny,

ma’am... I... I wish for Mariah’s

mother to be alive again and be

with Mariah!

Mariah is speechless over Portia’s words. Princess Destiny’s

spirit looks at the two with disappointment.

PRINCESS DESTINY’S SPIRIT

I’m... I’m so sorry. That wish

cannot be granted. I am unable to

wish back the dead.

The girls lower their heads in disappointment...

PRINCESS DESTINY’S SPIRIT

However...

The two raise up their heads with hope!
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PRINCESS DESTINY’S SPIRIT

I am able to allow you to see her

spirit for a short time... a couple

of minutes. Will that do?

Mariah nods her head with excitement at both the princess

and Portia.

PORTIA

Yes! That is my wish!

The spirit performs her wish in prayer position again. As

the wish is being granted, Mariah tearfully hugs Portia,

like a sister. Portia, kindheartedly hugs her back.

MARIAH

Thank you. I’m glad you came back,

and I’m sorry too.

FLASH!

The two continue to hug, watching together as the spirit

appears... MARINA’S SPIRIT (37 (biologically 31) deceased,

caring and loving mother)

Marvin and Cesarina rushes to Mariah’s side. Cesarina,

Portia, and Marvin all hold Mariah’s shoulders for comfort,

as the young ninja begins to sob uncontrollably. She runs to

her long awaited reunion...

Mariah cries and buries her face in the spirit’s chest.

Marina’s spirit lovingly watches her daughter, as she holds

her more tightly...

MARINA’S SPIRIT

I’m so proud of you my love...

Mariah raises her head in surprise, with tears covering her

face. She listens to her mother’s spirit.

MARINA’S SPIRIT

Look at you... You’ve grown up so

well, and became a full fledged

ninja like you’ve always wanted...

And now...

Marina’s spirit looks at her daughter’s companions, smiling

and waving hello at her.

MARINA’S SPIRIT

YOU HAVE FRIENDS! Please tell me,

are you happy darling?
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MARIAH

YES! Yes mother! If it wasn’t for

these three I wouldn’t even have

made it here. I owe them my life.

Marina’s spirit softly rubs her daughter’s hair...

MARINA’S SPIRIT

And you! Come here little fella!

Marina grabs Ninja Teddy Bear and holds him, face to face.

She kisses his nose...

MARINA’S SPIRIT

Thank you... for watching over my

baby all of these years. You’re the

best toy ever!

Suddenly, a magic sparkle falls down and touches the bear’s

right eye. It turns into a tear and falls down his face.

Marina squeezes Ninja Teddy Bear’s stomach.

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) *sniff* *sniff*
Internally, Ninja Teddy Bear is

manly sweating his eyes out! I’ve

missed you... my master...

The motherly spirit hugs Ninja Teddy Bear, as if it were her

own child and gives him back to Mariah. She waves goodbye to

everyone.

MARINA’S SPIRIT

Remember... I’ll always be watching

over you.

She places her left hand on her heart. Mariah does the

same. She stares at Mariah and Ninja Teddy Bear. And with

her final words...

MARINA’S SPIRIT

I love you.

She disappears... Mariah wipes her tears away and smiles at

the magical sparkling dust left by her mother.

MARIAH

Goodbye, mom. I love you too.

Ninja Teddy Bear looks at the sparkling dust too.
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NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) You were the

true heroine in this story. All

honor and respect goes to you...

Portia and Mariah happily look at each other, and at

Cesarina. Together the girls each take Cesarina’s hands and

gesture her forward to Princess Destiny’s spirit. Cesarina

stands astound by the spirit...

PRINCESS DESTINY’S SPIRIT

And what would you like beautiful

fairy?

CESARINA

I... I wish for the ability to

change into any size I wish.

PRINCESS DESTINY’S SPIRIT

As you wish.

Princess Destiny’s spirt gently places her hand on

Cesarina’s forehead. Magical white sparkles and stars appear

again.

FLASH! The wish is granted!

Cesarina tests out her new power. She changes back to her

regular tiny size, and then back again to her human size.

The cheerful fairy spins around in circles in excitement.

CESARINA

Yes! Yes! Yes!!! I am able to live

normally with my family now. Girls!

Would you like to meet my family?

Mariah and Portia happily nod their heads. Cesarina flies

over and hugs Mariah and Portia! The girls laugh at

themselves.

Marvin watches and smiles from a small distance. Portia

looks at him and whispers with Cesarina and Mariah. The

three look at Marvin and excitingly rush over to hug him!

Marvin is surprisingly caught by the hug and is tackled to

the ground by the trio. Marvin chuckles at his mischievous

friends...

MARVIN

Girls...

They all laugh together. Princess Destiny’s spirit giggles

at the team’s bonding.
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PRINCESS DESTINY’S SPIRIT

Such beautiful friendship. Please

take some treasure before you go, I

believe you’ve earned it.

She disappears for good...

The gang stands up. Mariah, Cesarina, and Marvin look at

Portia.

MARIAH

Go ahead. Do as the princess said.

Portia walks over to the treasure room. She stares at the

golden light and shiny colors gleaming off of the

overwhelming riches. She chuckles to herself, and walks back

over to her companions.

PORTIA

I think I’m done playing the jewel

thief role. Thanks to you guys I

finally realize what’s more

valuable. Maybe I can even start a

new honest life too and earn my

keep the right way for once.

Mariah, Cesarina, and Marvin smile at their reformed friend.

The team looks at the painting of the beloved deceased

princess one last time. They walk out Destiny’s Horizon

together in a group huddle.

EXT. DESTINY’S HORIZON - DAY

The sun is shining bright with bright blue skies. The

sunlight gleams heavenly down on the magical temple.

Two pathways, two ways to go. Marvin is seen standing on the

right direction while the girls stand on the left.

MARVIN

So, then... I guess this is it.

Thank you so much for saving my

life and giving me the honor to be

your bodyguard.

Marvin bows down to the trio in respect. Portia and Cesarina

respond to Marvin’s kind nature...

PORTIA AND CESARINA

AAAAAAAAWWWWWWWWWWW.

Marvin stands back up and looks at Mariah. The young ninja

smiles and blushes.
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MARIAH

So, I guess this is it. Or should I

say it would be!

Marvin stands confused. Mariah begins to untie her sash,

holding her beloved bear.

MARVIN

Oh. No no no no no Mariah. My

reward is me still being alive and

seeing you and your friends safe.

My dear, you don’t have to-

Mariah hands Marvin her sash. Marvin blushes.

MARVIN

Wait... but-

MARIAH

Consider yourself as an official

member of our group! It’s okay, the

sash is new! I have plenty of new

ones back at home. I get them as

rewards all the time from stopping

crime, right NTB?

Pulls Ninja Teddy Bear’s string...

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) Nothing can make

a man weaker than the affections

of a woman... A REAL WOMAN!

They all laugh. Marvin still continuing his conversation

with Mariah...

MARVIN

Thank you, but-

MARIAH

No buts, Prince Marvin! We want you

to come join us on our future

adventures. And this sash is a

symbol that we are officially

friends and that you have earned my

trust. So, please?

PORTIA AND CESARINA

Yeah, pllllleeeeaaassse?

The prince looks at the girls with confidence.
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MARVIN

Okay, deal!

MARIAH, CESARINA, AND PORTIA

Yay!

The official group begins on their way to their next

adventure.

PORTIA

So when’s the wedding you two? I

mean seriously Marvin you got to

put a ring on it right man?

MARIAH

Shut up!

The young ninja playfully grabs Portia and rubs her hair.

MARVIN

Nah. I’m actually cool with just

being friends for now. Unless my

beloved ninja would like to-

MARIAH

Nope! Friends! Friendship is the

best place we can be right now. We

are friendly friends surrounded by

beautiful friendship.

CESARINA

HURRAY FRIENDSHIP!!

Marvin shyly turns his head away from his beloved ninja.

Mariah looks directly at Marvin.

MARIAH

But maybe in the future we can go

out on a date.

Marvin excitingly turns back to Mariah.

MARVIN

Really?!

MARIAH

Yup. I would really like that.

You’re very brave and caring. But

for now, let’s just take one step

at a time.
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MARVIN

Agreed! Just one step at a time. I

can wait.

CESARINA

Awww you two are so cute together!

The team laugh at each other. Mariah pulls her teddy bear’s

string.

NINJA TEDDY BEAR

(deep manly voice) Onwards to our

next adventure!

MARIAH

Right, let’s go! Onwards to

Cesarina’s family!

CESARINA

Yes!

From a bird’s eye view distance, Mariah is seen huddling

with her new friends in happiness.

The sun shines down on top of Destiny’s Horizon. From the

bright white light Princess Destiny’s spirit and Marina’s

spirit look down at Mariah, Cesarina, Portia, and Marvin.

They both smile in satisfaction. The camera moves up to see

the beautiful sky.

Fades to black.


